Recently, an incremental type sensor based backstepping (SBB) control approach, based on singular perturbation theory and Tikhonov's theorem, has been proposed. This Lyapunov function based method uses measurements of control variables and less model knowledge, and it is not susceptible to the model uncertainty caused by fault scenarios. In this paper, the SBB method has been implemented on a fixed wing aircraft with its focus on handling structural changes caused by damages. 
I. Introduction
Research on previous flight accidents [1] and their corresponding fault tolerant flight control (FTFC) strategies suggests that an aircraft, under many post-failure circumstances, can still achieve a certain level of flight performance with the remaining valid control effectors. However, as a consequence of the structural/actuator failures, the control authority or the safe flight envelope of the aircraft is inevitably limited.
Among all fault scenarios, the incidents categorized as 'loss of control in flight' count for as much as 17% of all aircraft accidents [2] , and have received most attention. These kinds of failures can be avoided by taking suitable control strategies [1] as suggested by the results of the Flight Mechanics Action Group 16 (FM-AG16), which is a branch of the Group for Aeronautical Research and Technology in Europe (GARTEUR). For example, an FTFC strategy, which involves a fault detection and isolation (FDI) block and a reconfigurable control block, makes it possible to remove the post-failure aircraft from danger [1, 3] .
Much research has been done on FTFC in the past few decades. For the purpose of providing a validation platform for modern FDI and FTFC strategies, 6 fault scenarios have been embedded in the Reconfigurable Control for Vehicle Emergency Relief (RECOVER) benchmark model by the FM-AG 16 group including El Al flight 1862 (i.e.engine separation) and rudder runaway [1] .
As suggested by Smaili et al. [1] , Alwi and Edwards et al. [4] and Lombaerts and Smaili et al.
[5], a powerful and advanced control approach is essential to increase the operational performance of the post-failure aircraft. The chosen control algorithms should have at least two of the following merits: it needs to be robust to the sudden structural changes of the aircraft, not relying on an accurate and full aerodynamic model, or it needs to contain a powerful model identification strategy by itself to provide all of the accurate model information for the FDI and reconfigurable control units in real-time.
A number of FDI methods, as well as reconfiguring control approaches, have been proposed in the literature [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . More recently, the work of Lombaerts et al. [5] , as a part of the GARTEUR FM-AG 16 program, has provided practical validation results of a piloted adaptive nonlinear dynamic inversion (ANDI) controller on the Simulation, Motion, and Navigation (SIMONA) research simulator (SRS). The kernel of this work is a two-step online identification approach aiming at getting the physical model. In this work, rudder runaway case, El Al flight 1862 fault and stabilizer runaway scenarios were studied. The ANDI rate controller guarantees the stability of the postfailure aircraft and enables the pilot to land the aircraft safely. Thereafter, Alwi and Edwards et al. [4] validated another type of reconfigurable control method on the SRS, which was designed using a model reference sliding mode control method together with a constant control allocation matrix.
In this work, only El Al flight 1862 scenario was evaluated. The sliding mode control method, which relies on relatively little information of the failure and the extent of the damage to the airframe, has also proven to be able to guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system subject to a certain class of model uncertainties (i.e.structural and actuator changes) caused by the separation of the right wing engines.
Except for utilizing the potential of the remaining control surfaces, researchers have also studied the feasibility of using the differential thrust in emergencies. In the case of rudder or vertical tail failure, the differential thrust control is an effective way to counteract the yawing moments induced by the stuck rudders and thus allow the aircraft to track heading angle commands [11] . A propulsioncontrolled aircraft (PCA) system has been developed by the NASA Dryden Research Center, and was first evaluated on a piloted B-720 simulation [12] . In this PCA system, differential thrust was used as an emergency substitute for failed control surfaces [13] such as vertical tail loss with no rudder authority or rudder runaway case [11, 14] . Further research on the PCA system has been carried out by NASA Dryden and Ames Research Centers [14] . Many simulations and actual flight tests of different flight platforms have been performed.
In this paper, a sensor based backstepping (SBB) approach, which is capable of coping with aerodynamic model changes induced by the failure scenarios, is extended in its application and validated. In 2007, Hovakimyan et al. [15] proposed an advanced controller for non-affine systems, which involves the singular perturbation theory, Tikhonov's Theorem and a backstepping strategy. Thereafter, Falkena and van Oort et al. [16] extended its application and named it as SBB control approach. The SBB method was utilized to design a controller for the aircraft moment equations, and was also evaluated on an aerodynamic system with uncertainties and measurement noises. Indicated by [15, 16] , as a result of the backstepping control technique, the system stability can be guaranteed by using Lyapunov functions in this SBB approach. In addition, similar to the incremental NDI flight control scheme, the SBB control approach does not need to adapt to uncertain parameters or unknown model structure, which is essential to most model-based conventional backstepping or NDI control approaches. The adaptation requirement is circumvented by using measurements of state derivatives rather than the full knowledge of the model, which is subject to structural or actuator changes.
The objective of this paper is to present an alternative reconfigurable control approach to the FTFC. This paper uses the SBB control approach proposed in [16] , but the focus is shifted to extending its application to designing a generic attitude controller for a large civil aircraft and handling structural faults for FTFC purposes. In this paper, the SBB control law is utilized to design a body angular rate controller, while NDI control laws are adopted to design an outer loop angular controller. El Al flight 1862 scenario and rudder runaway fault case, which are challenging benchmark failure scenarios embedded in the RECOVER benchmark model, are utilized to validate the adaptation ability of the inner rate control loop. In rudder runaway case, the differential thrust of engines is introduced to generate necessary yawing moments in order to counteract the aerodynamic yawing moment produced by the stuck rudders. To make the flight simulation results more convincing, a regular flight path controller is also designed using PID control laws.
In Sec. II, the validation platform is introduced. Subsequently, the basic body angular rate motion equations and the NDI control method are provided in Sec. III. Thereafter, the single-loop body angular rate controller based on the sensor based backstepping (SBB) approach, as well as a hybrid NDI/SBB attitude hold/change controller, is presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, the simulation experiment results and the corresponding analysis are provided. Finally, concluding remarks are given by Sec. VI.
II. Validation Platform
The RECOVER benchmark model of Boeing 747-200 aircraft has been discussed in detail in [17, 18] . This high-fidelity benchmark model was developed for validating the advanced FTFC techniques, and it contains six benchmark fault scenarios: Therefore, only these two fault scenarios will be applied to validate the new sensor based control method proposed in this paper.
A. Rudder Runaway and Engine Separation Scenarios
The losses and the remaining functional control surfaces in El Al flight 1862 are summarized as follows.
1. Lost surfaces due to the loss of hydraulic systems: outboard trailing-edge flaps, δ aor , δ sp1
2. Functional but affected surfaces: horizontal stabilizer (half trim rate), δ air , δ ail (both at half rate), and the lower rudder δ rl (lag).
3. Fully functional surfaces: inboard trailing-edge flaps, δ sp2-3 , the left outboard elevator δ eol , and the right inboard elevator δ eir .
In the rudder runaway case, the rudder deflects to the left limit position, inducing a yawing tendency of the aircraft to the left. Since the aerodynamic blow-down is taken into account in the RECOVER simulation model, the rudder deflection limit of this scenario varies with the airspeed.
As a result, the maximum rudder deflection is slightly below 15 deg for an airspeed of around 270
kt and close to 25 deg for an airspeed approaching 165 kt.
B. Overall Autopilot Flight Control System
An autopilot has been designed for the Boeing 747-200 aircraft, which has four control loops as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In the fourth layer of this overall control diagram, an altitude controller is designed using the regular PID control law. In the third loop, a flight path controller has been designed using the regular PID control scheme, where [χ, Assuming that the airspeed is able to be governed independently by regulating the engine thrust, the remaining most crucial thing in designing an autopilot flight path controller becomes designing a powerful and reliable angular controller (including rate controller). For the nominal case (i.e. fault-free) and the engine separation failure, a hybrid NDI/SBB angular controller has been designed using regular functional control surfaces without introducing the differential thrust.
Compared with the incremental NDI, the advantage of the SBB rate controller is that it does not require the control effectiveness matrix, whose identification values are not adequately trustable during the transient period when sudden structural changes occur to the aircraft. The control structure is given in Fig. 1 (b) with u = [δ a , δ e , δ r ] ⊤ the control input vector. To handle the rudder runaway fault, the differential thrust has been introduced to counteract the yawing moment induced by the rudder, and a hybrid NDI/SBB attitude controller has been designed. The structure of this controller is depicted in Fig. 1(c) , where u = [δ a , δ e , P d ] ⊤ . Note that, the fault type is assumed to be detectable in the rudder runaway fault scenario.
To validate the new flight controller, a simulated flight test benchmark was designed (see. Edwards et al. [4] , which enables the results in this paper to be compared to the results presented in [4, 5] . It should be noted that the altitude tracking control task would be switched into flight path angle command tracking mode at the 650 th second in order to mimic a landing process with fixed gliding slope (i.e.γ = −3 deg). .
III. Attitude Controller and Preliminaries on Rate Control
A. Attitude Controller using NDI
In order to make the angular controller have a high level performance, the NDI control law from [5] is utilized to design an angular controller for the Boeing 747-200 aircraft. The reference commands for the inner rate loop are derived from the angular control loop as follows:
with
where A x , A y , A z are the accelerations along the body axes without the gravitational effects, and
is the virtual angular command vector. The development of A β is presented in Sec. VI A. For further basic knowledge about NDI attitude controller design, the reader can refer to [19] .
B. Rate Control Basis and Control Allocation
In order to introduce the control allocation more clearly, it is assumed, in this section, that an NDI rate controller has been designed for the aircraft according to [5] . The control inputs can be solved using the following formulation:
where ν p ν q ν r ⊤ are the virtual rate commands, M CA is the control allocation matrix, M E is the control effectiveness matrix, u is the vector consisting of all the control inputs and C lstates , C mstates , C nstates are the non-dimensional moments contributed by all of the current states. In the NDI rate controller, the unknown matrix M E and the non-dimensional moments induced by the current states (i.e.C lstates , C mstates , C nstates ) need to be identified in real-time [5] . One representative aerodynamic model identification method is the two-step identification method [20] .
The Boeing 747-200 aircraft has 30 independent control inputs including 25 deflectable control surfaces, 4 engine pressure ratios (EPRs) and 1 flight gear (mode) input [1] . To simplify the control allocation logic, some of the aircraft inputs can be combined and the following 19 equivalent control variables can be used instead [4, 14, 21] :
with P c the collective engine pressure ratio (EPR), P d the differential EPR and P t the vector consisting of four total EPRs. They are defined as follows:
Supposing that the matrix M E in Eq. 2 has been identified and is currently available, an optimizer can be designed to solve the control allocation problem described by Eq. 2. However, the overall control effectiveness matrix and thus the control allocation operation may become unreliable during the transient period when structural model changes happen suddenly. In order to enhance the reliability of the control allocation operation in implementing the new control method, the M E matrix used in this paper is simplified in further:
withC
Note that, Eq. 8 indicates that the control surfaces belonging to the same category would get equally distributed deflection commands in the control allocation process.
IV. SBB Rate Controller
In 1991, a singular perturbation theory based nonlinear control method was presented by Slotine et al. [22] . Then this control law was developed further by Hovakimyan et al. [15] to control a nonaffine nonlinear system. In 2011, Falkena et al. [16] combined the singular perturbation theory with the backstepping technique, and developed an incremental type nonlinear backstepping control approach called the sensor based backstepping (SBB) approach. This Lyapunov function based control method can both guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system and avoid the requirement of full aerodynamic model information [16, 23] .
In the SBB control approach, a singular perturbation theory based control approximation is adopted. In order to apply the singular perturbation theory, the system dynamics of the control plant need to have the time-scale separation property. In the aircraft system, the actuator system can be viewed as a subsystem cascaded to the body angular rate dynamic system. Since the actuator dynamics are much faster than the body rate dynamics, the time-scale separation property of the aircraft is guaranteed. This allows us to use the SBB control approach to design a body angular rate controller for the Boeing 747-200 aircraft model. The structure of the rate controller is shown in the first level of Fig. 1(a) .
A. Sensor Based Backstepping Rate Control
The following expression holds for the body angular rate aerodynamics:
Rewrite Eq. 9, a simplified formulation of the aircraft motion equations is derived:
In order to design a single-loop body rate backstepping controller, the control Lyapunov function V is chosen as follows:
with e = e (t), k a diagonal matrix of controller gains, and λ = t 0 edt an integral term introduced to remove the tracking errors caused by the internal dynamics. Note thatλ = e holds.
Using Eq. 11c, the following expression can be derived for the desired state of the control system:
e =ẋ des −ẏ r
Substituting Eq. 14 into Eq. 12 results in:
V (e) = eė + kλe = e (ẋ des −ẏ r + kλ)
To stabilize this system,ẋ des can be selected as:
with c a positive diagonal matrix to stabilize the system. This yields the desired system:
The following notation is defined for later usage:
with u red a three dimensional vector denoting the equivalent inputs. After substituting Eq. 18 into Eq. 11d, the SBB controller for Eq. 10 can be derived according to [15, 16, 24] :
where ǫ is a tuning parameter with a small positive value (i.e. 0<ǫ ≪ 1). From Eq. 9, the following formulation can be obtained:
Substituting Eq. 20 into Eq. 19, the control inputs are computed as follows:
Using integration, the equivalent control input u red can be calculated as follows:
According to Eq. 18, the control input u can be solved using a control allocation algorithm if M CA is available.
Note that, the objective of this paper is to present a flight controller which does not require an online aerodynamic model. However, Eq. 18 is still dependent on the partial aerodynamic model (i.e. control effectiveness matrix M CA ) identified in real-time. In order to remove this online model dependency, a fixed M CA matrix is usually used (see. [4] ). The drawback of doing so is that the optimality of the control allocation can not be guaranteed since it is directly determined by the accurate knowledge of M CA . In this paper, a fixed M CA is assumed to be available at a trim point.
To simplify the implementation of the controller, the requirement of the control allocation is removed from the design procedures. Remember that the control surfaces have been categorized into 3 groups (see. Eq. 8). In each group, a control surface is chosen as the representative control input.
Consequently, a representative control input vector u rep = δ 1rep , δ 2rep , δ 3rep can be derived with δ 1rep , δ 2rep , δ 3rep a representative control surface deflection selected from each category respectively.
For example, the representatives can be selected as follows: δ 1rep = δ ail , δ 2rep = δ eil and δ 3rep = δ ru (or δ 3rep = P d ). The control allocation matrix M CArep can be calculated from the aforementioned fixed matrix M CA using Eq. 7. This means there exists the following assumption at this place:
After substituting Eq. 23 into Eq. 11d, the SBB controller can be redesigned for the system Eq. 10.
Consequently, the term ∂ẋ ∂u red in Eq. 19 and Eq. 20 should be replaced by ∂ẋ ∂urep , and Eq. 20 becomes:
While, Eq. 21 becomes:
Subsequently, u rep can be calculated using Eq. 22. In calculating sgn The configuration of the SBB rate controller is summarized in Fig. 3 . 'TA' is the acronym of tuning algorithm (TA), and τ represents the time delay between the achieved control input u and the controller output u des , which is caused by the dynamics, saturation or failures of the actuators.
It also should be noted that the SBB method contains a tuning parameter called time-scale constant parameter denoted by ǫ, which helps to simplify the tuning process of other control gains. 
B. Command Filter and Integration Saturation
A command filter is designed to regulate the given reference commands in order to enhance handling qualities of the closed-loop aircraft system. By regulating the reference command into an achievable command, the command filter can play a crucial role in preventing the aircraft from leaving the safe flight envelope.
The windup effect associated with the integrator needs to be removed. The saturation effect may become even severe when some structural failures happen to the control surfaces or there exists a big time-delay on the control effector (e.g. the propulsion system). In this paper, a tuning algorithm (TA) block was designed to prevent the closed-loop system from integral windup. It uses the discrepancy information between the achieved control inputs u and the integrator outputs u des .
As shown in Fig. 3 , the TA block will compare u des with u and the saturated position limits. If the actuators are saturated or the changing rate of u is far more slower than u des , the integration operation, which intends to increase the difference (determined by the sign ofu des ), will be skipped in the current time instant.
V. Results and Analysis
Up to now, a hybrid NDI/SBB angular control approach has been developed in Sec. III and Sec. IV. In order to allow the aircraft to track the flight path commands (χ r , γ r and V TASr ), the airspeed controller and the flight path angle controller are designed to complete the autopilot designing. Cooperative control of flight path angle and airspeed can be achieved using the total 
energy control principles (TECS) [25] or the model-based dynamic inversion method [26] , which takes into account couplings of flight dynamics. Both of these two methods have the potential to enhance the airspeed and the flight path control performance. However, the focus of this paper is limited to validating the proposed hybrid NDI/SBB angular controller, which does not require any online model information. In this paper, a flight path controller is designed using the regular PID control laws, where γ, χ are regulated independently (see. Fig. 1(a) ). In addition, an independent airspeed controller is designed using PID, where P c are chosen as control inputs. It should be noted that the flight path control-loop does not require the adaptation for changes in aerodynamic forces ( e.g. lift, drag and side-force).
The overall flight path controller will be validated using the aerodynamic model of Boeing 747-200 aircraft. It will be firstly evaluated for the nominal case and then evaluated using rudder runaway and right engine separation failures introduced in Sec. II. Eq. 8 and Eq. 6 are implemented to realize the control allocation (i.e. equally distributed).
A. Command Filter Setup and Actuator Working Range
The actuators of the control surfaces are modeled with saturation limits and deflection rate limits (see Table 2 ). In this paper, a command filter developed in [27] would be utilized. This filter has an adjustable natural frequency ω n and damping ratio ζ. The scheduling limits on the body angular rate commands and the attitude angular commands are listed in Table 2 .
B. Outer Loop Controller Parameters
As mentioned in Sec.II, a PID controller has been designed to control V T AS , χ, γ and H. The PID parameters of these outer loop controller are listed in Table 3 .
C. Validation Results of the Nominal Aircraft
The proposed hybrid NDI/SBB attitude controller (see Fig. 1 control command sequences (see Fig. 2 ) were fed to the autopilot. throughout the simulation (see . Fig. 6 ).
The body angular rate changes are illustrated in Fig. 5 , and the tracking performance of the angular commands is depicted in Fig.7-9 . As can be seen from Figs.7-9, the inner component tively. Specifically, Fig. 10 shows the commanded and actual aileron deflections. As can be seen from them, the actual control surface deflections highly match the commanded deflections, which also means there exists no integration saturation.
Finally, the tracking performance in the flight path control level are illustrated in Fig.13-15 .
The tracking commands of he, γ and χ are well followed. In all simulation experiments of this paper, the aircraft is in the altitude control mode before the 650 th second. And the altitude control loop is switched into the flight path angle control mode at the 650 th second. The three-dimensional trajectory is shown in Fig. 16 .
D. Validation Results using Fault Scenarios
In the first simulation experiment, the hybrid attitude controller shown in Fig. 1(b) is evaluated.
The controller parameters have already been listed in Table 4 .
The simulated flight test results of the right engine separation scenario are plotted in Figs. 17-28.
The engine separation failure is triggered at the 200 th second (see. Fig. 31 ). Fig. 17 shows the EPRs of the remaining working engines (engine ♯1 and engine ♯2). The EPRs are adjusted to keep V TAS around 140 m/s (see Fig. 19 ), and try to slow down the airspeed before landing. It should be noted that the true airspeed shows a decrease fight right after 280th second engine separation failure. During the coordinate turning (see. Fig.20 , from 50s to 120s), p and r are regulated cooperatively. While, they are all kept around zero during level straight flight. degree. The tracking error of β decreases slowly, this is because the remaining control authority of the rudders are quite limited. This is due to the fact that a relatively large part of the working The heading angle command as well as the altitude command has been well tracked. It should be mentioned that the aircraft is under the altitude control mode before the 650 th second. Therefore, the flight path angle controller is acting as an inner-loop controller, which is thus not necessary to remove the transient tracking errors. As indicated by [4, 5] , the climbing capability would be greatly reduced in the engine separation scenario. That is, a deep climbing becomes not achievable without airspeed loss even when the engine thrust is saturated. In our simulation, the aircraft climbs from H = 600m to H = 800m in about 50 seconds. The airspeed loss is about 10m/s, which is the price paid for the climbing. Finally, the three-dimensional trajectory is shown in Fig. 29 , where the curve for the nominal case is borrowed from Fig. 16 .
The hybrid NDI/SBB attitude controller is validated using the rudder runaway scenario. As shown in Fig. 1(c) , differential thrust is utilized to compensate the yawing moment induced by the failure. The controller parameters are tabulated in Table 5 . The rudder runaway test of the hybrid controller is also performed for showing the adaptation ability of the proposed controller when the aircraft model changes suddenly. The validation results of the hybrid NDI/SBB attitude controller in the rudder runaway case are plotted in Figs.30-43 . The changes of the total EPRs (P t ) are shown in Fig. 30 , and all of them reach saturation limits just after the rudder runaway failure occurs. The true airspeed is controlled by the collective thrust P c , and its changing history is plotted in Fig. 32 . V TAS ranges from 135 m/s to 160 m/s. This is made possible by limiting the upper bound of the total thrust P t when the rudder is stuck to the left limit. The differential thrust P d is regulated to actively generate yawing moment once needed by the flight control mission.
As shown in Fig. 31 , the rudder runaway failure occurs at the 200 th second, and it produces and the control reaction. Specifically, it is the rudder failure that makes the yawing rate r reaches −0.1 rad/s. While, it is the control reaction (using the differential thrust) as well as the side-force scenario, which nearly uses up all the control authority of the differential thrust. The non-zero tracking errors of β is comparable to those presented in [5] under the same fault scenario.
Figs.36-37 provide the changing history of the commanded and actual (limited by the actuator dynamics and failures) control surface deflections for the roll and pitch channel respectively. In Fig. 38 , the actual control surface deflections of the stuck rudders are plotted. It should be noted that the deflection angles of the rudders vary although they are stuck to the left limit after the 200th second (see. Fig. 38 ). The changes in deflection angles of rudders are caused by the fact that the aerodynamic blow-down has been taken into account by the RECOVER model. This has been confirmed by the fact that a correlation can be observed between (higher) airspeed and (lower) deflection angle (see. [5] ).
Figs.39-41 show that he, γ and χ are closely tracking their own reference command respectively.
It also should be noted that the autopilot controller is switched from altitude controller into flight path hold controller at the 650 th second. That is, the aircraft is controlled in the altitude control mode during the first 650 seconds. Therefore, it is reasonable that the tracking error of γ appears to be relatively large in a few transient periods.
The changing history of the deflection angles of spoilers are depicted in 42. The spoiler is assisting the ailerons to realize the control in the roll channel. Finally, the three-dimensional trajectory is shown in Fig. 43 . Again, the curve for the nominal case is borrowed from Fig. 16 . It can be observed from Fig. 43 that a wider turn is needed by the post-failure aircraft. Though the roll angle is still kept around 20deg, the sideslip angle is relatively big, which explains why the turn becomes wider.
VI. Conclusions
This This paper uses the singular perturbation theory based sensor based backstepping (SBB) control approach, and extends its application to the body angular rate control of the Boeing 747-200 aircraft with special concern on sudden model-changes. In addition, this SBB rate controller is combined with the NDI attitude controller and the PID flight path controller, and an autopilot flight controller has been synthesized. In the controller design, the control allocation problem is simplified by bounding a number of the control surfaces into a group. In addition, a second order command filter is adopted to enhance the handling quality. Compared with the classic adaptive nonlinear dynamic inversion (ANDI) control approach or adaptive backstepping control law, the hybrid NDI/SBB attitude control setup needs less online model information. However, for the SBB body angular rate control approach, more research is needed into investigating the effects of time-delay in the actuator dynamics, as well as the measurement noise, before the method can be applied in realworld applications. For example, the influence from the engine response, which has a significant time-delay in real life (especially in low thrust levels), needs to be further investigated.
From the flight dynamics, the sideslip angle is defined as:
with V = u 2 + v 2 + w 2 (27) By taking the time derivatives of β, Eq. 26 becomes:
From the flight dynamics, the following equations hold: 
with A x , A y and A z defined in Sec. III A.
